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About This Game

Square Brawl is a quick and skillful local multiplayer game that will bring a new meaning to the word ”Party game”. Tons of
weapons that enable crazy weapon combos giving the player varied matches and tons of replay value. Its simple controls yet hard
to master skill ceiling makes it perfect for both casual and hardcore gamers. With up to 4 player supported this game is suitable

for free for all mayhem action and even tactical 2v2 gameplay.

Features:

12 unique weapons

4 game modes

An awesome level editor

Bots to play against

8 game modifiers
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Non-stop laughter left myself and friends breathless. What started as a seemlingly simple game evolved as we came to
understand different weapons and how our cubes move, hover and fall.

Square Brawl will be among one of my most played games among my friends from now on I think.. Unique, but stickfight is
honestly better.. Square Brawl. I've been following this game since the first screenshots were posted on Reddit.
Overall I'm pretty satisfied with the game.

Pros
- Game looks good
- Simple yet fun
- Bots are smart, especially on Godmode
- Tons of maps and additional map creator
- Weapons are different, not just copies of the same thing

Cons
- Buggy as ♥♥♥♥
- Not enough weapons
- No online multiplayer
- Crashes like my ego into an average relationship

Even though this game is mighty fun, I hope that we'll eventually get a SB2 of sorts, featuring new terrain features, more
weapons and online multiplayer. Anyway, team red rocks. 7/10.. LITERAL♥♥♥♥♥♥ WHO MADE IT SO THAT THE
♥♥♥♥ING HIGHER DIFFICULTIES HAVE NO ♥♥♥♥ING RELOAD OR RECHARGE TIMES INSTEAD OF MAKING
THE AI MORE ♥♥♥♥ING INTELLIGENT? WHO ♥♥♥♥ING DID IT, I WANNA FIRE THEM!. Every single person I've
invited to play this game has been instantly absorbed. Even the two girls passing by the common room in the dorm.

Despite being a game almost no one had heard of, no one really had trouble with skill past a couple games. It's really one of the
few games where there's almost no learning curve, but it's still just as intense as the people you invite.. This is good 4 player fun.

Square Brawl is a sweet local co-op brawler with a simple art style. The idea of the game is to get points by killing your
opponents. This is done through a number of cool weapons and the occasional enviornmental hazard.

Underneath it's simple exterior lies a pretty intuitive movement system that manages to put itself ahead of the pack due to the
way that jumping and climbing "hang". Rather than just falling your cube glides along through the air.

There are many different maps and the game includes a map editor. It's pretty simple to use and adds a good of additional
content to the game.

Right now there are twelve availble weapons. Prior to starting a match players choose any two that they want. Each weapon is
unique and creats a large variety in play style. My current favorite is the dash weapon; it allows you to slam into opponents to
damage them.

The game has four different game modes: Free for all, Team Deathmatch, Head hunter and a team variant. On top of the four
game modes there are a number of modifiers that can be activated (i.e health regen, one life, etc). This adds yet more depth to a
pretty simple game.

The game is local co-op only but has a pretty good bot system in place in case you still wanted to play. The bots have a good
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range of difficulty settings and the game is definitely still fun with only bots.

The downsides for me lie in the cube aesthetic and rather repetitive synth music. If it had online multiplayer it would probably
be a pretty solid hit. With all that said the game is only five dollars and at that price is a good deal

https://youtu.be/Y2ndKUCxl7M

Cheers,
Toast
. It would be a nice game if free, and if it was multiplayer..... Great little game, Very easy to pick up on mechanics, Only glitch
entails replaying after a match and everyone spawns 4 times at once. Its kind of cool, so not a problem. For 5 Bucks however,
eh.. This is good 4 player fun.

Square Brawl is a sweet local co-op brawler with a simple art style. The idea of the game is to get points by killing your
opponents. This is done through a number of cool weapons and the occasional enviornmental hazard.

Underneath it's simple exterior lies a pretty intuitive movement system that manages to put itself ahead of the pack due to the
way that jumping and climbing "hang". Rather than just falling your cube glides along through the air.

There are many different maps and the game includes a map editor. It's pretty simple to use and adds a good of additional
content to the game.

Right now there are twelve availble weapons. Prior to starting a match players choose any two that they want. Each weapon is
unique and creats a large variety in play style. My current favorite is the dash weapon; it allows you to slam into opponents to
damage them.

The game has four different game modes: Free for all, Team Deathmatch, Head hunter and a team variant. On top of the four
game modes there are a number of modifiers that can be activated (i.e health regen, one life, etc). This adds yet more depth to a
pretty simple game.

The game is local co-op only but has a pretty good bot system in place in case you still wanted to play. The bots have a good
range of difficulty settings and the game is definitely still fun with only bots.

The downsides for me lie in the cube aesthetic and rather repetitive synth music. If it had online multiplayer it would probably
be a pretty solid hit. With all that said the game is only five dollars and at that price is a good deal

https://youtu.be/Y2ndKUCxl7M

Cheers,
Toast
. This game is quite underrated and deserves so much more attention I personally love it.
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Great game for couch gaming with friends! I especially like the diverse weapon variety and minimalistic artstyle..
Improvements:
AIM and walk separated
Pause
Change controls
A problem with spawning out of the map
The field weapon from the beta. Epic LAN game, only problem is that you can only have two keyboard controls, wish you could
rebind. Very fun and customizable, definately worth your 5$ if you have friends to play with.. Most fun you could have with
colored squares. great game worth every cent. Tower fall butt cheaper and better
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